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Welcome!
Dear Educators,
EDU Trips
PO Box 19
Orangeburg, NY 10962
Office hours:
9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday EST
Toll Free:
866-824-2266
Local:
845-848-2767
Fax:
914-500-2313
Email:
info@edutrips.com
Facebook:
@edutripsusa
Instagram:
@edutripsusa

Behind every aspiring student, there are teachers like you.
Teachers who motivate, inspire, and change lives. That’s
why, for over 20 years, hundreds of educators have relied on
EDU Trips to broaden their students’ education through the
enrichment of travel.
By incorporating elements of your unique curriculum into
the itinerary, our tours give students the chance to interact
with other cultures and expand their worldviews. In addition,
stepping out of the classroom is a highly anticipated time for
students and can often serve as an exciting incentive.
Providing students with rewarding opportunities and lifelong
memories has always been our shared mission. As your
trusted partner, we’re here to create the perfect trip for your
group. We are with you every step of the way to ensure a
successful, memorable, and one-of-a-kind experience for
your students!

Twitter:
@edutripsusa
Youtube:
@edutripsusa

Sincerely,

Kate Coffey
President
EDU Trips
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The EDU Trips Difference
 ustomized Itineraries
C
Whether your focus is literature, history, business, service learning,
performing arts, or anything in between, our trips are designed to fit the
needs of your students.

D
 edicated Program Managers

Your group will be provided with a dedicated program manager, who will
be with you every step of the way.

H
 ighly Experienced Team

Our team has more than 30 years of combined experience planning and
operating educational trips.

V
 alue and Affordability

Our long-standing relationships with vendors allows us to give your
students an unforgettable experience and guaranteed affordable price.

P
 eace of Mind

Safety is our top priority. We carefully select and review all of our vendors,
tour guides, and transportation companies to ensure that all of our
trips are safe and secure. Your group will also have access to our 24/7
emergency contact throughout your trip.

Proud Members of:

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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The Eastern Seaboard
New York, New York
Big experiences await your students in the Big
Apple with EDU Trips. The fast-paced center of
art, culture, fashion, and finance is often referred
to as the capital of the world.

• Revel in the lights of the city that never sleeps
during your tour of Times Square.

• See a spectacular Broadway Show
• Explore the world famous Metropolitan Museum
of Art with an art historian.

• Walk in the footsteps of America’s immigrants at
the Ellis Island Museum.

• Pay your respects at the September 11th
Memorial and Museum.

• Discover the breathtaking skyline views from the
top of the Empire State Building.

• Stroll through Central Park, “The People’s Park.”
Our educational trips include transportation, accommodations, activites and more!

Washington, DC
The capital of the United States offers everything
from museums of science, history, and culture to
government institutions, centers of performing arts,
and much more.

• Snap a group photo with the White House as
your backdrop.

• Step into the shoes of our country’s politicians
during a tour of the Capitol Building.

• Take your learning to the next level with a visit to
any of the numerous Smithsonian Museums.

• View the Changing of the Guard ceremony at
Arlington National Cemetery.

• Attend a concert at the Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts.

• Cruise along the Potomac River for a night of
sightseeing, dinner, and dancing.
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Boston, Massachusetts
As one of the oldest cities in the country, Boston
is rich in American history. With its unique
neighborhoods, historic landmarks, and renowned
universities, Boston is an excellent destination for
your students to explore.

• Hear enchanting stories of our nation’s past

while taking a walk along the Freedom Trail.

• Immerse yourself in ecology, marine life, and

science at the New England Aquarium and the
Museum of Science.

• Take a day trip to Salem, where the infamous
witch trials come to life.

• Pay tribute to America’s pastime with a tour or
game at Fenway Park.

• See the city by land and by sea on an
amphibious Duck Tour of Boston.

“Our fourth year with EDU Trips was fantastic, can’t wait for the fifth!” - 8th Grade History Teacher, NJ

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
In the birthplace of America, your students will
meet America’s Old and New World. The historical
landmarks will transport you back to the days of
our founding fathers while you explore the modern
parks, shops, and public art through the streets of
Philadelphia.

• Run up the steps of the Philadelphia Museum of
Art to experience your own Rocky moment.

• Relive history with a visit to the Liberty Bell

Pavilion, Independence Hall, and the National
Constitution Center.

• Marvel at the inspiring street murals on the Mural
Mile Walking Tour.

• Add some thrill to your tour with an afternoon at
Hershey Park.

• Take your picture with the iconic LOVE statue.

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Down South
Charleston, South Carolina
Experience southern charm at its finest when
you explore Charleston. From its antebellum
architecture and cobblestone streets to its
flickering lanterns and historical landmarks,
Charleston’s beauty is unparalleled.

• Embark on a naturalist-guided boat cruise to

learn about the local salt marshes and island
ecosystems.

• Hear ghost stories of famous individuals who

found their final resting place in the “Holy City.”

• Visit the beautiful Magnolia Plantation.
• Explore historical sites such as Fort Sumter, the

USS Yorktown, and the Old Slave Mart Museum.

• Shop the afternoon away at the vibrant City
Market, the cultural heart of Charleston.

Orlando Adventures Await You!
Discover the magic of Disney World, experience the
excitement of Universal Studios, perform for a live audience,
and more!

Universal Studios offers two special events designed just
for students: Gradventure for middle school students and
Grad Bash for high school seniors. Your students can
celebrate with friends, dance to a DJ, and experience rides
- all in a fun and safe environment.
Disney World offers exciting youth programs to enrich
your students education and spark their creativity. From
instrumental ensembles and show choirs to biology
classes, Girl Scout troops, and more, there is a Disney
World adventure waiting for everyone.

Contact us today to customize
your Orlando itinerary!

866-824-2266

info@edutrips.com
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New Orleans, Louisiana
Known for vibrant live music and Creole cuisine,
New Orleans is a historical melting pot of French,
African, Spanish, and American cultures. With a
festive city spirit, your students will surely enjoy
the Big Easy with EDU Trips.

• Walk through the beautiful 19th-century
architecture of the French Quarter.

• Listen to a live jazz band as you cruise down the
Mississippi River on a steamboat dinner cruise.

• Explore the 9th Ward, the City of the Dead, the
Garden District, and Downtown New Orleans.

• Keep your eyes peeled for Louisiana’s reptilian
residents as you embark on a tour through the
heart of Louisiana’s swamplands.

• Experience a bygone era at Oak Alley Plantation,
the Grand Dame of River Road.

“We had a blast in Louisiana! Thank you for all your hard work.” - High School Principal, NY

Nashville, Tennessee
Discover Music City! Known for country, rock, and
everything in between, Nashville welcomes you
to explore its honky-tonks and renowned music
venues.

• Walk in the footsteps of country music’s

superstars at the Grand Ole Opry House.

• Experience Gaylord Opryland Resort &

Convention Center, home to a beautiful maze of
indoor gardens, restaurants, and shops.

• Visit the home of President Andrew Jackson.
• Explore the Country Music Hall of Fame,
the world’s largest museum dedicated to the
preservation of American music.

• Visit the Belle Meade Plantation and learn about
the Frontier Expansion, the Antebellum Era, the
Civil War, and the Reconstruction Era.

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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The Wild West
The Pacific Northwest
From its spectacular, towering mountains to
some of the coolest and most unique cities in the
country, the Pacific Northwest is truly amazing.
Seattle, Washington

• Admire the unparalleled views of the Emerald
City from the Space Needle.

• Immerse yourself in Rock & Roll history at the
Experience Music Project Museum.

• Visit the majestic Mount Rainier.
• Watch out for the flying fish at Pike Place Market.
Portland, Oregon

• Bask in the glory of Multnomah Falls.
• Have a picnic while taking in the spectacular
views at Pittock Mansion.

Witness the scenic beauty of the Oregon Coast

“Our trip to Seattle was perfect. I highly recommend EDU Trips.” - 12th Grade Science Teacher, CA

Golden State Tour
With its sun-kissed beaches, Hollywood lights,
Redwood Forest, and City by the Bay, California
has it all.
Los Angeles

• Follow in the footsteps of your favorite stars on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

• Soak up the sun at Venice Beach.
• Peak behind the scenes on a studio tour.
• Spend the day on the rides at Disneyland.
San Francisco

• Take in the stunning Golden Gate Bridge vistas.
• Discover the vendors of Fisherman’s Wharf.
• Dare to explore the infamous Alcatraz Island.
• Visit the tech Mecca of Silicon Valley.
Take part in an Ansel Adams Photography walk
in Yosemite National Park
8
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The Southwest
With its ancient cultures, cowboy legends, and
picturesque canyons, the Southwest is ripe with
national parks and monuments for your students
to discover.
Las Vegas, Nevada

• Attend a Cirque du Soleil show in the
Entertainment Capital of the World.

• Feel the power of the Hoover Dam and the
mighty Colorado River.

Northern Arizona

• Follow a Navajo Elder on a guided tour through
the photogenic Antelope Canyon.

• Watch the sunrise illuminate the Grand Canyon.
• Hop on a Pink Jeep tour for an off-road
adventure in Sedona’s Red Rock Canyons.

Full Day Adventure to Monument Valley
Elements of your curriculum can be incorporated to create a truly engaging educational trip!

Texas

Dallas

Its big cities, big landscapes, and big history make
everything bigger in Texas. With its historic walks,
gorgeous countryside, and eclectic music scene,
your students will have a Texas sized adventure
with EDU Trips.
Dallas

• Attend a Dallas Cowboys game.
• Enjoy a day of adventure at Six Flags.
Austin
Rio Grande

San Antonio

Austin

• Feast on some good, old-fashioned Texas BBQ.
• Perform in Austin, the world’s live music capital.
San Antonio

• Relive the epic story of the Alamo.
• Experience old Mexico at El Mercado.
Stargaze in Rio Grande National Park

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Canada
Vancouver, British Columbia
A vibrant west coast seaport in British Columbia,
Vancouver is among Canada’s densest, most
culturally diverse, and historically rich cities.

• Visit Granville Island Public Market for a unique
assortment of products and delicious treats.

• Explore the Museum of Anthropology, renowned
for its displays of world arts and cultures.

• Stroll through Queen Elizabeth Park, home to

some of the most beautiful and well maintained
gardens in the world.

• Relax the day away on the English Bay, a
favorite destination for walkers, runners,
bicyclists, and roller-bladers.

• Enjoy a 360º aerial view of Vancouver’s stunning
natural landscape at the Lookout Tower.

Teachers travel free with EDU Trips, contact us today for details!

Toronto, Ontario
The provincial capital, Toronto is an ethnically
diverse city with soaring skyscrapers and
abundant green spaces.

• Capture amazing views of downtown Toronto
and Lake Ontario atop the CN Tower.

• Spend a day exploring the natural wonders of
Niagara Falls.

• See sharks, dolphins, and other sea life like
never before as you walk through a caved
aquarium at Ripley’s Aquarium.

• Celebrate Wayne “The Great One” Gretzky and
other legends at the Hockey Hall of Fame.

• Enjoy an afternoon of shopping and tasting
authentic flavors at St. Lawrence Market.

• Explore Toronto Island Park, a beautiful group of
islands with beaches, ferries, and other exciting
activities for your students.
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Montréal, Québec
This French-speaking island metropolis is home to
some of Canada’s most amazing art, culture, food,
and architecture.

• Marvel at the fantastic views from Mont Royal.
• Visit the Notre-Dame Basilica, which is draped
with dramatic Gothic Revival architecture.

• Spend an afternoon exploring the wonders of

this world and beyond by visiting the Biodôme,
the Montréal Botanical Garden, and the Rio Tinto
Alcan Planetarium.

• Explore the Museum of Fine Arts, one of the
most extensive museums in the world.

• Spend an afternoon shopping, walking, biking,

and dining in the eclectic and historic Old Port.

Québec Winter Carnival
Led by mascot Bonhomme Carnaval, this
hundred-year-old tradition is held every
February in Québec City and lasts for two full
weeks.

The attractions and activities include daily
and nightly parades, the International Ice
Sculpture Competition, a masquerade ball at
the Château Frontenac, snowboarding, hockey,
dog sledding, opening and closing
ceremonies, and so much more!

Customize your
Winter Carnival
itinerary today!

866-824-2266

info@edutrips.com

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Europe
Milan

Venice

Florence

Rome

Pompeii

Grand Tour of Italy
Benvenuto! If your students love history,
architecture, museums, historical monuments, and
great food, then plan your Italy itinerary today!
Home to the greatest number of UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, Italy has an endless number of
Roman artifacts and archaeological wonders
throughout its cities and countryside. Additionally,
the art and architecture of the Renaissance
makes Italy one of the top destinations for student
travelers. Italy is a treasure trove of history just
waiting for your students to discover.

Complete your Italian experience with authentic
Italian cuisine. From cooking classes to food tours,
EDU Trips can season any trip to your tastes.
The different regions of Italy each have their own
specialties, but all are characterized by seasonally
fresh ingredients and simplicity.

Venice

• Relax and marvel at this beautiful city as your

gondolier guides you through its serene canals.

Milan

• Take a peak behind the runway at the inner
workings of the fashion industry.

Florence

• Become a pizza throwing professional with your
very own Italian cooking class.

• Visit Michelangelo’s famous statue of David.
Rome

• Ensure a return trip to the Eternal City by tossing
a coin into the Trevi Fountain.

• Imagine the life of a valiant gladiator while
touring the Colosseum.

• Enter Vatican City, the world’s smallest country.
Tour the vast archaeological ruins of Pompeii,
the city frozen in time
12
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Normandy
Paris

Bordeaux

Marseilles

Vive la France!
France is visited more than any other country in
the world. Renowned for its history, architecture,
gastronomy, art, fashion, and more, it’s no wonder
over 83 million visitors come here every year! In
the cosmopolitan center of Paris alone, you will
find the Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe, Notre Dame
Cathedral, Sacré Coeur, and much, much more!
There are endless cities and regions to explore
including the French Riviera, the Atlantic beaches,
the winter sport resorts of the French Alps, the
castles of the Loire Valley and Brittagne, as well
as the rich history of Normandy. With its unique
heritage and allure, France is the country that will
keep you returning again and again.

EDU Trips can enhance your French adventure by
planning a French language immersion program,
proven to be one of the best ways to strengthen
language comprehension, speaking, and writing
skills.

Paris

• Ascend to the top of Eiffel Tower.
• Explore the eclectic neighborhood of the Quartier
Latin, home to France’s oldest university.

• Spend an afternoon exploring The Louvre, the
greatest art and culture museum in the world.

Normandy and Mont Saint-Michel

• Take a historical D-Day Tour of the Normandy
beaches, monuments, and battlefields.

Bordeaux

• Visit the Water Mirror, a spectacular pool

designed by landscape artist Michel Corajoud.

• Discover the beauty of Place de la Bourse.
Marseilles

• Explore the majestic landscapes and biodiversity
of the Calanques National Park.

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Europe

Berlin

Frankfurt

Munich

The German Excursion
A country rich in history and innovation, your
students can discover cities and towns stretching
back to the middle ages along with a countryside
full of majestic castles, violet-colored geraniums,
and fresh water lakes.

The great cities of Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, and
others offer a kaleidoscope mix of both the new
and old worlds. The fairytale landmarks of the
Romanesque, Gothic, and Baroque periods sit
alongside to the modern architecture of Libeskind,
Chipperfield, and Gehry.

There’s more to Germany than just its cities. The
German countryside offers an endless variety of
amazing adventures. EDU Trips can plan canoeing
on a lake, horseback riding along the beach, hiking
through the forest, or more for your students.

Berlin

• Gain further understanding of the most powerful
symbol of the Cold War at Checkpoint Charlie.

• Explore the bohemian and artistic district of
Kreuzberg.

Frankfurt

• Visit the city’s oldest and most picturesque
square at Romerberg.

• Imagine yourself as royalty inside the fairytale
castle of Neuschwanstein.

Munich

• Witness the classic song and dance of Munich’s
famous Glockenspiel.

• Take a trip into the future at the BMW car factory.
• Explore the Black Forest, where Grimm’s fairy
tales come to life.
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Barcelona
Madrid
Valencia

Seville
Granada

¡Vamos a España!
Spain is the intersection between Europe, the
Mediterranean, and North Africa. With footprints
from the Iberians, Romans, Basques, and Moors,
Spain has the largest number of World Heritage
Cities in the world. Together, they offer your
students a gateway to history and culture unlike
any other in the world.

From Gaudi’s beautifully complex and organic
architecture in Barcelona to the endless sunshine
and sandy beaches of the Costa del Sol, Spain’s
attractions and activities provide a plethora of
options when planning your trip.

Eat your heart out with jamon and tapas while
listening to the beat of Flamenco. Life is a fiesta in
Spain and the Spanish people know how to enjoy
it to its fullest.

Barcelona

• Discover Spain in one visit to Poble Espanyol

with its authentic gastronomy, shopping, and art.

Valencia

• Partake in a one-of-a-kind cooking lesson in the
birthplace of Paella.

Madrid

• Journey to the geographical center of the country
at Puerta del Sol.

• Admire masterpieces in the Prado Museum.
Seville

• Let loose and learn the movement and music of
traditional Spanish Flamenco.

Granada

• History and beauty will overwhelm you as you
enter the Alhambra, Europe’s love letter to
Moorish culture.

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Europe
London, England
With a tremendous amount of antiquity and
historic majesty, London’s landmarks deliver
a deep and compelling story of the city and its
nearly thousand-year-old existence.

• Witness the ceremonial Changing of the Guards
at Buckingham Palace.

• Take a day trip to the ancient and mysterious
Stonehenge.

• Stop and appreciate a moment outside the iconic
Big Ben and the Parliament building.

• Translate Egyptian hieroglyphs using the
Rosetta Stone at the British Museum.

• Walk the halls of one the oldest universities in
the world at Oxford.

• Ride the London Eye Ferris wheel and

experience amazing views of the Thames River.

“Thank you for making our trip a memorable experience.” - College Study Abroad Group, TX

Ireland
There’s a beautiful simplicity that overwhelms you
as you gaze upon the rolling hills of the Emerald
Isle. Awe-inspiring scenery, ancient castles,
literary legacies, and more are what make Ireland
a must-see destination.

• Take a literary tour through historical,
cobblestone streets of Dublin.

• Drive through the rugged and majestic
landscape of the Ring of Kerry.

• Acquire the gift of gab as you kiss the legendary
Blarney Stone.

• Gaze out from the magnificent Cliffs of Moher to
the distant Aran Islands.

• Travel back in time to the 12th-century with a
tour of Kilkenny Castle.
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Iceland
Experience the adventure of a lifetime! Hike
a glacier, explore a cave, marvel at beautiful
waterfalls, soak in thermal lagoons, and learn
about Viking history, geothermal energy, natural
landscapes, and more.

• Put your helmet on and grab your flashlight for

ducking and weaving through Leiðarendi Cave!

• Walk behind the incredible Seljalandsfoss

Waterfall, one of Iceland’s rare, natural, and
unique landscape gems.

• Visit the Hellisheidi Geothermal Power Plant

to learn how volcanoes help the generation of
geothermal energy and electricity.

• Relax in the warm waters of the Blue Lagoon for

a complete spa experience, right in the middle of
a beautiful Icelandic landscape.

Greece: Experience the Acropolis
From the mythic peak of Mount Olympus to the azure blue waters of
the Ionian Islands, Greece’s diverse landscapes, activities, and
gastronomy offers limitless reasons for your students to
explore this majestic country.
Often referred to as the cradle of Western
civilization, the roots of democracy can
be traced back to Athens over 8,000
years ago. The opportunity
to walk in the footsteps
of history is one not
to miss.

Contact us today
to customize your
Greek adventure!

866-824-2266

info@edutrips.com

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Latin America
Galapagos Islands, Ecuador
Stop off in Quito on your way to the world’s most
diverse destination for wildlife and nature. The
Galapagos Islands’ isolated terrain shelters plant
and animal species found nowhere else in the
world.

• Jump from the northern to the southern
hemisphere at the equator monument.

• Hike to the summit of the Volcán Pichincha for
spectacular views of Quito.

• Hang out with the sea lions, marine iguanas, and
flamingos on the white sands of Tortuga Bay.

• Swim among tropical fish on a snorkeling
adventure.

• Gain deeper insight into Darwin’s studies at the
Darwin Research Station.

Language immersion programs are available with our Latin American trips.

Puerto Rico
As a U.S. territory, Puerto Rico is accessible
without a visa or passport. With a dynamic history
which includes indigenous tribes, colonization,
and revolution, the story of Puerto Rico is one as
vibrant as its culture and beaches.

• Work side by side with members of a local
community in a home building project.

• Taste authentic Puerto Rican flavors in a unique
cooking experience.

• Trek through El Yunque National Forest, the only
tropical rain forest in the Unites States National
Forest System.

• Sail over to the island of Culebra and soak up
the sun at Flamenco Beach.

• Kayak through the mystical mangroves of

Laguna Grande and see the bioluminescent
microscopic plankton.
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Costa Rica
Known for its beaches, volcanoes, and immense
biodiversity, Costa Rica is a world leader in nature
preservation and eco-adventure tourism.

• Get a bird’s-eye view of the landscape on a
zip-lining adventure.

• Marvel at Costa Rica’s natural beauty on a hike
to La Fortuna Waterfall.

• Experience the thrill of whitewater rafting on the
Sarapiqui River.

• Make a difference by participating in a
conservation project in Monteverde.

• Spend a day relaxing in the therapeutic hot
springs of La Fortuna.

• Gaze in awe at the dramatic Arenal Volcano.

Cuba is Calling!
For years, travel to Cuba has been almost impossible
for Americans, making this island of salsa, Colonial
architecture & Caribbean beauty a forbidden fruit.

• E xpand your knowledge of Cuban history at the
Museo de la Revolución.

• E xplore Cuban culture in Old Havana.
• T rek through the coffee plantations of
Valle de Viñales.

• V isit Finca Vigia where Ernest Hemingway
wrote two of his most celebrated novels.

• S troll the streets of Trinidad, a perfectly
preserved Spanish colonial town.

Book your Cuban adventure today!

866-824-2266

info@edutrips.com

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Africa
The Horn Of Africa
Experience the Horn of Africa from East to West!
With its splendid wildlife, abundant landscapes,
diverse histories, and dynamic cultures, The Horn
of Africa is a wonder to behold!
Nairobi, Kenya

• Discover the treasures of Nairobi National Park,
Karura Forest, and the Karen Blixen Museum.

Nairobi
Zanzibar
Lake Malawi
Victoria Falls
Windhoek

Zanzibar, Tanzania

• Build sand castles on Paje Beach.
• Explore Jozani Chwaka Bay National Park.
Take a grand safari tour from the beautiful
Lake Malawi to the majestic Victoria Falls
Windhoek, Namibia

• Visit the NamibRand Nature Reserve and the
National Museum of Namibia.

“EDU Trips helped our students plant seeds of goodwill.” - Language Department Head, FL

Morocco
Morocco is an ethnically diverse country with a
rich heritage and civilization. Its history includes
influences from the East, the South, and the
North, all contributing to the the social and cultural
mélange of this exotic and exciting country.
Tangiers

• Explore the American Legation, Hercules Cave,
and Place du Grand 9 Avril 1947.

Casablanca

• Visit the Hassan II Mosque and the Old Medina.
Marrakech

• Tour the Jardin Majorelle, Ben Youssef Madrasa,
the Souk, and Medina of Marrakech.

• Spend the night in a Berber tent after a guided
camel trek through the desert.

Essaouira

• Relax the day away at Essaouira Beach.
20
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South Africa
A vast country with fascinating landscapes and
languages, in addition to an equally diverse
population and culture. With the strongest
economy in the continent, South Africa is an
influential player in African politics.

• Tour the prison that held Nelson Mandela.
• Enjoy a scenic drive along the Cape Peninsula
via Hout Bay.

• Visit the Cape Point Nature Reserve and
Boulders Beach.

• Explore Soweto Township, including the homes
of Nelson Mandela and Archbishop Tutu.

Take a ranger guided safari with an open
4-wheel drive vehicle in Kruger National Park

Experience the EDU Trips difference for yourself, contact us today to customize your itinerary!

Ethiopia
With archaeological finds dating back more than
three million years, Ethiopia is a country of ancient
culture and discovery.
Addis Ababa

• Take a guided tour of the Ethnological Museum
and Red Terror Martyrs Memorial Museum.

• Visit the Holy Trinity Cathedral.
• Explore Lake Tana and Blue Nile Falls.
Lalibela

• Explore the wonders of the Rock-Hewn

Churches and the Asheton Maryam Monastery.

Witness the magnificence of the Simien
Mountains on a tour of the National Park

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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Asia and the Pacific
India
India is one of the world’s oldest civilizations and
largest democracies. Its impressive variety of
history, culture and religion harmoniously blends to
form a unique atmosphere.
Jaipur

• Travel by elephant to the Amber Fort.
• Take a rickshaw ride through Jaipur’s bazaars.
Agra

• Witness the eternal love of an Emperor for his
favorite Queen at the Taj Mahal.

Hyderabad

• Experience India’s technological revolution in
HITEC City.

Volunteer with local children in the creches of
Kodaikanal

“Your efforts on our challenging India itinerary made it a success.” - International School Director, DC

Australia
Your Down Under adventure awaits on this
continent of laid-back culture and unparalleled
nature. With its beautiful beaches, barren red
Outback, cosmopolitan cities, and more, Australia
is like nowhere else in the world.
Cairns

• Dive into the Pacific waters & explore one of the
seven wonders, the Great Barrier Reef.

• Take part in a Four Wheel Drive Adventure to

Fraser Island, the world’s largest sand island.

Sydney

• Attend a performance at the world renownd
Sydney Opera House.

• Soak up the sun at Bondi Beach.
• Trek to the sacred monolith of Uluru with an
Aboriginal Elder.
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Japan
Rich in history and steep in culture, Japan is an
enrapturing land filled with intrigue and tradition.
Japan greatly values its cultivated heritage and
practices, many of which are still alive today.
Tokyo

• Discover manga, anime, J-pop, and the latest
pop culture phenomena.

• Tour the Imperial Palace with a local historian.
Hakone

• Spend the day relaxing in hot springs.
• Enjoy a sightseeing cruise on Lake Ashi with
breathtaking views of Mt Fuji.

Kyoto

• Embark on a charming, old-fashioned train ride
along the Hozugawa River.

Aloha Hawaii!
A beautiful volcanic archipelago, Hawaii has a rich history and
culture stretching back to ancient Polynesia.
Renowned for their rugged landscapes of showering
waterfalls, tropical foliage, and golden sand beaches, the
Hawaiian islands are a paradise in the Pacific.

• Immerse yourself in Hawaiian heritage at the
Polynesian Cultural Center.

• Ride a wave in Waimea Bay.
• P ay your respects at the
Pearl Harbor Memorial.

• H ike to the top of

Diamond Head Volcano.

Customize your Hawaiian
escape today!

1-888-824-2266
info@edutrips.com

Step out of the classroom, step into the world!
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PO Box 19
Orangeburg, NY 10962

Step out of the
North America
Atlanta, GA
Boston, MA
Charleston, SC
Chicago, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Montréal, Canada
Nashville, TN
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Orlando, FL
Philadelphia, PA
San Antonio, TX
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Toronto, Canada
Washington, DC

classroom, s
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p into the world!

Latin America
Argentina
Belize
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Ecuador
Nicaragua
Mexico
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico
Saint Martin
Uruguay

Europe
Austria

Africa, Asia,
and the Pacific

Czech Republic

Gambia

Denmark

Ghana

Finland

Kenya

France

Morocco

Germany

Senegal

Greece

South Africa

Iceland

Zimbabwe

Ireland

China

Italy

Hong Kong

Netherlands

India

Norway

Japan

Poland

Thailand

Spain

Australia

Sweden
United Kingdom

Hawaii
New Zealand
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